Managing Machine Learning Models with MLflow

Thanks for watching the session! Here are a few resources that are particularly relevant to what we covered:

- **Code Along with Us!**
- **[COURSE]** Weston's course: Introduction to MLflow
- **[COURSE]** Introduction to Databricks (including a section on MLflow in Databricks)
- **[INFOGRAPHIC]** A Beginner’s Guide to The Machine Learning Workflow
- **[TUTORIAL]** Streamline Your Machine Learning Workflow with MLflow
- **[CAREER TRACK]** Machine Learning Scientist with Python

---

**Don’t Forget!**

- **Sign up for** [RADAR: The Analytics Edition](#)
- **Subscribe to the** [DataFramed podcast](#)

**New to DataCamp?**

- Learn on the go using the [DataCamp mobile app](#)
- Empower your business with world-class data and AI skills with [DataCamp for business](#)